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Analysis/Evaluate the Response to the Solution- Adeline   

We believe that encouraging students to be in fewer extracurricular activities so they may 

apply their undivided attention to be intentional with their chosen community groups would 

benefit not only individuals, but also their peers. According to a research study conducted in 

2021 by Dr. Cari Gillen-O’Neel of Macalester University, “students with a higher sense of 

belonging than their peers tended also to have higher emotional and behavioral engagement” 

(Gillen-O’Neel, 2021). If Taylor students were more heavily invested in a fewer number of 

groups, it would improve the university’s community as a whole by creating stronger group 

associations. This chain-reaction will have a positive impact on campus and allow new 

relationships to form and develop. Recognizing and assisting the diverse, multi-talented student 

body we have at Taylor will naturally foster a better sense of belonging, as students will feel 

passionate about the activities they choose to be invested in (Gillen-O’Neel, 2021). A portion of 

the student body who is involved in many different activities may feel apprehensive about this 

suggestion. It is crucial to inform them that this is an encouragement from Taylor on behalf of its 

students, and not a requirement.  

Currently, a campus-wide initiative promoting these ideas has not been solidified or  

broadcasted. Several professors and administration are spreading awareness about the Blue 

Zones agenda and recommendations, but no specific directives have been promoted. As of now, 

there are not currently any institutional programs sponsored by Blue Zones. If our projected 

results from incorporating our solutions are accurate, this way of living will become a vital asset 

to the university and improve the overall health of the student body.  

By encouraging the 30% of the student body who is not currently involved in campus 

clubs and activities to pick one or two organizations to pour into, the overall sense of belonging 
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at Taylor University will increase (Taylor University Blue Zone Survey: Belonging, 2021). 

Achieving a higher student involvement rate will naturally lend to the evolution of authentic 

intentionality on campus; additionally, it will boost the effectiveness and unity of each 

organization at Taylor. It is plausible that this will increase admission and enrollment as students 

and faculty are drawn to genuinely involved, enriching institutions and will potentially provide 

the university with financial assistance as a result of this. 

Another outcome is that Taylor will be able to provide more employment opportunities as 

the student body population continues to increase, and demands need to be met. Taylor will 

continue to be one of the leading universities when it comes to higher-education institutions as 

the focus of the campus is on living well. In turn, this recognition will broaden Taylor's influence 

to minister Christ’s redemptive love and truth to a world in need.  

      A result of generating content guides for each wing/floor on Taylor’s campus will 

provide more stability and strong relationships among places of residency. The study from 

Higher Education Research & Development states, “Students reported that in places where there 

is respect, and where others are accepted, contributed to their feelings of belonging” (Van Gijn-

Grosvenor, 2020). Our program will provide PAs with appropriate resources and information 

they need to further develop communal living. While close relationships can form organically in 

residence halls, this strategic action would be inclusive to the mission that every student is being 

well connected or reached out to. Without a doubt, this would greatly improve the general sense 

of belonging in regards to the student residence hall experience while also generating an increase 

of on-campus living.  
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BZ Objective 3 
 

Educational Campaign 
The goal of this campaign is to promote wellness in the Taylor University community through 
providing information and opportunities surrounding intentional wellness. 

  
Give overview of campaign: research, planning, implementation and evaluation 
Include overall target audience description 

  

Tarah, Claire, Lynnea, Adeline: Right Connections 
Research:  

According to the Taylor University Office of Assessment, Taylor freshmen feel a greater 
sense of community (93%) than Taylor seniors (89%). The fact that, on average, a student who 
is brand new to Taylor feels better connected to the people around them than a student who has 
been at the school for several years is puzzling. This indicates a disconnect between the 
community-oriented goals established by the institution and the actual state of the community.  

The general consensus is that Taylor highly encourages involvement in different clubs 
and organizations. In fact, most students belong to either one or more clubs or organizations. 
Based on data collected in 2020 by the Taylor University Office of Assessment, 95% of Taylor 
freshmen believe the university encourages students to develop values reflecting their faith and 
89% of Taylor seniors feel like part of the community at the institution. Despite these statistics, 
almost 90% of Taylor students believe that the university can improve at providing a sense of 
belonging for students (Taylor University Office of Assessment). 

Most Taylor students are involved in something (about 70%), although 90% of Taylor 
students believe Taylor could improve at providing a sense of belonging for students. For the 
purpose of this study, belonging may be operationally defined as “living in a harmonious 
relationship with God and your close-knit support systems who help you grow into your 
purpose.” To evaluate how well our campaign succeeded in improving Taylor students’ sense of 
belonging, we could re-administer our survey in May 2022 and compare the results to data from 
the survey administered in September 2021. 
 
 

Group definition of Belonging: Living in a harmonious relationship with God and your 
close-knit support systems who help you grow into your purpose.  
 
Target Audience: We would specifically be looking at the percentage of the undergraduate 
students at Taylor (54% female and 46% male) who have not found connection to their 
church or in the groups they are in. Of the 1,741 current Taylor students, based on the 
results of our survey, only 31% feel connected to a local church and 30% are uninvolved in 
a club or organization here on campus.  
 
 



Objective 3: By May 2022, 90% of Taylor University students will find a greater sense 
of belonging in their relationship with God, with others, and with the church. 
 

Strategy 1: Encourage increased involvement in clubs, organizations, and groups here at 
Taylor for those who aren’t involved. 
 
 

Tactics: 
1. Publish a “connections sheet” with contact info of representatives from 

clubs/groups 
2. Develop short promotional video to show in chapel encouraging club/organization 

involvement 
 
Strategy 2: Improve quality of faith-centered relationships with other TU students, mentors,             
and churches. 

Tactics: 
1. Reimagine the existing local church event 

a. Two or three churches set up at a time, booths set up all day instead of 
just after chapel 

b. Greater promotion through social media platforms 
2. Get event schedules from local churches and advertise them on campus 
3. Partner with local churches to host a church-sponsored event at Taylor 
4. Create both a male version of Delight and a co-ed option  
5. Talk to Greg Dyson 

 
Strategy 3: Encourage strengthening students’ relationships with God by motivating them to 
nurture and invest in their own personal faith. 

Tactics:   
1. Encourage campus-wide fasting of one thing that comes between you and your 

time with God (social media, gossip, streaming platforms, spending money) 
a. Create infographic or poster for promotion  
b. Ask chapel speaker to explain the importance of fasting to 

encourage participation 
2. Find a promotional video for Abide Bible explaining value, tips on how to use it, 

and study ideas 
3. Schedule a prayer walk around campus 

a. Write proposal for John Cavanagh describing our vision for the event 
b. Create infographic or poster for advertisement 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connections Sheet: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gPAUV0HLnnlyIgWRlOCKUERFKdzBuM-
JduiLmddiyRs/edit?usp=sharing  
Abide Bible Video: 
https://www.thomasnelsonbibles.com/product/the-abide-bible-net/  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xSJ73Da51Y  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Prayer Walk 
The goal of the prayer walk is for campus to be prayed over by those in attendance 
as well as teaching campus what it looks like to live in prayer and belonging with 
Jesus openly.  
 
Everyone involved will start out in Cornwall where the walk will be explained, and 
split into 5 groups.  
 
The groups will take the following route through campus. At each stop the group will 
spend eight minutes praying for the location they’re at and what happens there. 
They will then move to the next stop.  
 
At the end of their route, they will come back to Cornwall where will meet as a group, 
pray together and debrief. 
 
Group 1 - Olson -> Euler -> Reade -> Ayres 
Group 2 - Samuel Morris -> Metcalf -> Chapel  
Group 3 - English -> Wengatz -> Rupp -> Student Development 
Group 4 - Breu -> Hodson Dining Commons -> Counseling Center 
Group 5 - Bergwall -> KSAC -> Off-Campus Apartments -> Swallow Robin 
 
 
 
 

 


